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ABSTRACT 
Background: While considering energy efficiency and life time of the sensor network static routing leads to energy hole problem 

which leads to path failure, network partitioning and slow process of data collection. So the clustering of wireless sensor node with 

mobile sink based approach is used to reduce the energy consumption and enhance the life time of wireless sensor network. A 

mathematical model using Mixed Integer Linear Programming is used to devise an objective function which will minimize the 

energy consumption of the individual nodes and thus reduces the energy consumption of the total network to increase the life time 

of wireless sensor network.  Objective: To propose a mathematical model based energy efficient routing with mobile sink 

prediction in WSN. Results: Since the cluster heads are involved in predicting the future location of mobile sink, sensor nodes are 

relieved from this burden and made to consume less energy and the lifetime gets enhanced . Conclusion: This method makes the 

cluster heads to find the future location of sink based on the information (current location, speed and direction) provided by the 

sink to the cluster heads in its surrounding area using kinematic equations. Simulation results show that the proposed routing 

protocol provides improved performance compared to the already existing routing protocols namely, Elastic routing (ER) and 

Predictive routing (PR)The proposed approach was implemented using NS2 Simulator. The simulation results show that the 

proposed approach out performs well when compared to the already existing protocols. 

 

KEYWORDS: Wireless Sensor Network Cluster Cluster Head Mathematical model Kinematics Energy Distance Signal 

Strength 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless sensor network comprises of sensor nodes powered by small batteries capable of sensing, 
processing and transmission. Most of the power of wireless sensor node was spent during the processing of data 
and transmission process. So energy efficient routing is mandatory to reduce the energy consumption of each 
and every node in a wireless sensor network to increase the lifetime of entire network. Lifetime of a wireless 
sensor network is defined as the time difference between the time at which the network starts operating and the 
time at which the first node depletes all its energy and dies. For transmitting the data to a base station from the 
sensor nodes,acluster based routing with mobile sink is used and the data gets processed at a base station and 
made available for the user. For calculating the energy exempted, not only the routing energy even if the routing 
path length is short or long or energy consumption is less or more there is a need to add energy required for 
processing, state transition and staying at one site. So, a mathematical model was formulated with the use of 
Mixed Integer Linear programming (MILP) to minimize the energy consumption of each and every node thus to 
maximize the lifetime of wireless sensor network. In this approach clustering was formed based on three 
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parameters like energy, distance and signal strength. Four mobile sinks were introduced to move around the 
periphery of sensing field. Each mobile sink was restricted to move in only two directions bidirectionally at a 
constant speed of about 10m per second. Instead of broadcasting the future location of sink throughout the 
network, from the current location of sink future location is predicted based upon the kinematic equation and 
broadcasted only to the nodes in the vicinity of mobile sink. Due to the use of controlled sink mobility model 
and limited broadcasting of beacon packets, energy consumed by the sensor nodes as well as routing energy gets 
reduced thus overall lifetime of the network gets increased. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes about related work, Section 3 deals with 
design and implementation of a new protocol, Section 4 describes results obtained from the simulation and 
Section 5 deals with conclusion and future work. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
2. Related Work: 

NaercioMagaia et al. [1] proposed a multi objective approach for routing problem in wireless multi Media 
sensor networks. This approach has taken QoS parameters like delay and Expected Transmission Count (ETX) 
into account. Existing classical approaches use single objective function and one QoS parameter. In this 
approach more than one parameter and multi objective functions are taken into account for improving the QoS 
of routing solutions.Can Tunca et al. [2] proposed a Ring Routing: An Energy-Efficient Routing Protocol for 
Wireless Sensor Networks with a mobileSink to provide load-balanced data delivery and achieve uniform-
energy consumption across the network. This protocol is applicable for time sensitive applications which 
reduces control overhead and preserves the advantage of having mobile sink. It uses a single mobile sink and 
constant speed for mobility and the position of sink is stored in a ring. While taking more number of sinks 
constant speed is not used and therefore other mobility models like nomadic or controlled is used.Fatme El-
Moukaddem et al. [3] proposed a mobile node rotation scheme for using low-cost mobile sensor nodes to 
address differential power consumption and extend WSN lifetime. Rotation of mobile node for single and 
multiple rounds is done through the high power consumption locations. The main challenge in this scheme is to 
design an effective node rotation schedule which include deciding when to move nodes, which nodes should 
move, and where each node should move to. This scheme accepts required interruptions and also tries to reduce 
number of interruptions without affecting network operations. This approach uses duty cycle scheduling and 
node rotation is performed when nodes are in a sleep mode so the network operation is not 
interrupted.MdZakirulAlamBhuiyan[4] proposed t-Tracking to achieve high quality of tracking and energy 
efficiency of wireless sensor network. This paper proposes distributed tracking algorithms which will answer for 
a query from the sink that whether the target is in specific area. This algorithm provides a solution for the target 
missing problem caused by node failures, obstacles, etc., making the tracking robust in a highly dynamic 
environment. It uses two mobile nodes under static WSN. 

FarzadTashtarian et al. [5] proposed a method which deals with the problem of controlling sink mobility in 
event-driven applications to achieve maximum network lifetime. These event driven applications uses controlled 
sink mobility pattern for mobile sink to collect the data from the sensor nodes for a particular amount of time. 
This paper proposes convex optimization model which supports vector regression technique to determine an 
optimal trajectory of an MS without considering predefined structures such as a virtual grid or rendezvous 
points. This method uses only one mobile sink.Mohammed Abo-Zahhad [6] proposed mobile sink-based 
adaptive immune energy-efficientclustering protocol (MSIEEP) to solve energy hole problem. It uses the 
adaptive immune algorithm (AIA) to guide the mobile sink-based on minimizing the total dissipated energy in 
communication and overhead control packets. In addition to this, AIA is used to find the optimum number of 
cluster heads (CHs) to improve the lifetime and stability period of the network.IoannisManolopoulos et al. [7] 
proposed On-demandbeaconinginmoredynamicandsparse environments(e.g.,delaytolerantnetworks). It provides 
a generic analysis for periodic beaconing and linking the beacon period to other tradeoff between the quality of 
routing related to energy spent at each nodes. The analysis leads to find the upper and lower bound for the 
length of beacon period given in terms of mobility characteristics.Daisuke Takaishi et al. [8] proposed mobile 
sink based routing and data collection approach through network clustering based on modified expectation-
maximization technique. In addition to this optimal number of clusters have been derived to minimize the 
energy consumption.WenjingGuo et al. [9] presented a survey on routing protocols based on such intelligent 
algorithms as reinforcement learning (RL), ant colony optimization (ACO), fuzzy logic (FL), genetic algorithm 
(GA), and neural networks (NNs). These intelligent algorithms provide adaptive mechanisms that exhibit 
intelligent behavior in hard and dynamic environments like WSNs.EmreKeskin et al. [10] provided a 
mathematical model which integrates WSN design decisions on sensor places, activity schedules, data routes, 
trajectory of the mobile sinks and then presented two heuristicmethods for the solution of the 
model.HuseyinUgurYildiz et al. [11] proposed an approach for maximizing the lifetime of wireless sensor 
network by analyzing the energy tradeoff at node level. A novel Mixed Integer Programming framework was 
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proposed to optimize the node level energy which will prolong the life time of wireless sensor network when 
compared to network level energy. Jeong-Hun Lee et al. [12] proposed mathematical models for routing 
protocols under some resource constraints within a wireless sensor network. In this paper two types of 
constraints namely distance between the linking sensors and energy consumed by each sensors are taken into 
consideration. The proposed model finds an energy efficient path which minimizes the energy consumption of 
the network from the source sensor node to sink.Stefano Basagni et al. [13] proposed an analytical model and 
protocol for finding the routes of mobile data collector (Sink) traveling through the nodes of wireless sensor 
network. It determines the route with a aim of maximizing the life time. This approach introduced a Mixed 
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) for finding the route of a sink and how long the sink was going to stay at 
the different sites. The constraints taken into account are maximum distance the sink can travel between 
different sites and time it was going to stay at each site. It uses Greedy Maximum Residual Energy (GMRE) 
protocol is used for sink mobility. Wei-Peng Chen et al. [14] proposed a fully decentralized, light-weight, 
dynamic clustering algorithm for target tracking. This method uses hierarchical sensor network that is composed 
of a static backbone of sparsely placed high-capability sensors which can act as a cluster head (CH) upon 
triggered by certain signal events and moderately to densely populated low-end sensors whose function is to 
provide sensor information to CHs upon request. A cluster is formed and a CH becomes active, only when the 
acoustic signal strength detected by the CH exceeds a pre-determined threshold. The active CH then broadcasts 
an information solicitation packet, asking sensors in its vicinity to join the cluster and provide their sensing 
information. Kwnagcheol Shin et al. [15] proposed predictive routing for wireless sensor networks with mobile 
sinks. This approach uses a milestone node to broadcast sink’s future location to the nodes in the vicinity of 
mobile sink. Also it uses periodic broadcasting of sink location through out the network to enable better packet 
delivery ratio.QoS with sink mobility in wireless sensor network is not considered.KalpanaMurugan et al. [16] 
proposed an approach for achieving energy efficiency and lifetime enhancement of wireless sensor networks 
using a secondary sinks. This approach constructs Logical Energy Tree (LET) and proposed two routing 
algorithm where, the first one is LET with centralized sink node(LETCSN) and the other one is LET with 
secondary sink node (LETSSN) followed by a mathematical model to understand the node deployment pattern 
to improve the lifetime of wireless sensor networks. 

 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Network Model: 

• All the nodes are static in nature except the mobile sinks. 
• Initial energy of normal nodes are 0.5 Joules. Initial energy of cluster head and mobile sink are 5 Joules 

and 10 Joules respectively. 
• Communication range of normal sensor node is 5m and the distance between a neighboring cluster 

head is 10m. 
• Mobile sinks are more energetic when compared to cluster heads and they can move around the 

periphery of sensing field with controlled mobility pattern at a speed limit of 10m / sec. 
• Communication is established between the source cluster where the event has occured and the mobile 

sink by finding the path based on Mixed Integer Linear Programming(MILP) and Kinematics equation. 
• If any communication failure occurs, alternate path will be chosen to deliver the data packets on time 

or with minimum delay. 
• Number of control packets used are limited for successful operation of the new protocol and to achieve 

reliable data transfer. 
• All the nodes are homogeneous in nature and the network is formed in ad hoc manner. 
• The entire sensing field is divided into four regions and four mobile sinks are placed at each corner of 

sensing field at the beginning. 
• Linking distance (LD) between the two cluster heads are limited to 25m. 
• Minimum threshold for residual energy of each cluster head is assumed as 1J. 
 

B. Mathematical Model: 
Mathematical model was developed for WSN by considering resource restrictions like energy, distance and 

signal strength. The radio signals from the sensor node cannot reach long distance and also have energy 
limitations. So at the beginning all the sensor nodes are in sleep mode and whenever an event occurs the sensor 
node has to change its state from sleep to wakeup for collecting the information. The information has to be 
transmitted to the sink by a source cluster head when the mobile sink stays at one location. Other assumption 
about the mobile sink is, it has to stay at a particular site till it receives the last byte of information. 

This model is used to find the path between the source cluster and mobile sink based on energy, distance 
and signal strength. Even though less energy is consumed during state transition, standby mode and processing 
it will also be taken into account along with the energy consumed during transmission. Transmission energy is 
higher when compared to others and also directly proportional to distance.This model could be used for the 
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WSN application which requires constant monitoring such as industrial process monitoring and control, health 
care monitoring, habitat monitoring and so on. The objective of this mathematical is to minimize the sum of the 
amountsof energy used by the individual sensor nodes in the wireless sensor network. The notations used in the 
mathematical model are given as follows. 

 
Resource Limitation: 

Distance, Energy and Signal Strength 
 
Objective function: 

Minimize the sum of amount of energy used by individual nodes in a  wireless sensor network to maximize 
the lifetime. 
 
Notations: 

N  �Number of nodes  
Source �Source node 
Sink �Destination or Sink node 
l �Location id 
L �Set of locations 

 
Parameters: 

Dij � Distance between the node ‘i' & ‘j’    where, ∀i, j ϵN 
 LD �Link Distance  
 Ei �Remaining energy of ‘i’th node 
 Ei (init)  � Initial energy of ‘i'th node, i ϵN (Ei>  0) 
EWakeup � Energy consumed during wakeup state  
Etrans � Energy consumed during transmission  
ERecv � Energy consumed during reception 
Eitrl �Energy consumption of ‘i’ th node during transmission or reception of data at location ‘l’ 
tl  �Time for which the mobile sink is at site ‘l’ 
Ei conn l �Energy consumption of  ‘i’th node at location ‘l’ while setting up / releasing the route. 
SSiavg �Average signal strength 

 
Decision Variables: 

1. Link ij =  1 (if there is a link between node ‘i' & ‘j’) 
       =  0 (if there is no link between node ‘i’ & ‘j’)   ∀i, j ϵN 
2. Y l= 1, if the sink is at location ‘l’ 
    = 0, if the sink is not at  location ‘l’ 
3. Calculate the sum of signal strength of cluster head at time ‘t’ from the source cluster to destination 

cluster. 

 
Objective function is, to minimize the sum of energy consumed by individual nodes. 

 
Minimize: 

 
 
Subject to the constraints: 

1. Total transmission from node ‘i' to ‘k’ = Total transmission from node ‘k’ to ‘j’ (except source and 
sink) 

 
2. Elimination of cycle 

 
3. Flow of data from source cluster to mobile sink node 
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4. Limit on linking distance 

 
5. Remaining energy of nodes 

 
6.  

7.  
8. Energy consumption of ‘i’th node while establishing or releasing a connection 

setup.  
9. Time for which the mobile sink is going to stay at location ‘l’ for collecting the data. 
 , t min� minimum time 

 Average Signal strength 

 
 

The above mathematical model is used to find the shortest path within the range of possible distances, 
signal strength between two sensor nodes. A sensor node is assumed to consume constant amount of energy 
when there is a connection between two sensor nodes. Transmission energy of sensor node is always directly 
proportional to the distance between two sensor nodes. When the distance between the two sensor nodes is less, 
signal strength is higher and transmission energy is less so, this mathematical model is helpful in finding the 
shortest path. Also when the residual energy of neighboring cluster head falls below the minimum threshold, 
there is a chance for finding alternate path by choosing the neighboring cluster head having the residual energy 
which is higher than the minimum threshold. So, by considering 3 parameters energy, distance and signal 
strength the above mathematical model minimizes the sum of amounts of energy used during state transition, 
transmission of data. 
 
Cluster Formation Phase: 

At the beginning entire sensing field is divided into 4 regions (R1, R2, R3, R4) as shown in figure 1. In 
each region the clusters are formed based upon the 3 parameters energy, distance and signal strength. The 
cluster heads need not be at the center of a cluster, it could be in any position within the cluster. The 4 mobile 
sinks are placed at the corner of sensing field and restricted to move in specific direction by applying controlled 
mobility pattern. Each mobile sink can move bi directionally around one fourth in the periphery of sensing field. 
Figure 1. Shows the initial deployment of sensor nodes, mobile sink and cluster formation in each region. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Initial deployment of sensor nodes and mobile sink 
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Fig. 2: Movement of Mobile Sink 2 from Position ‘A’ to ‘B’ and routing the data  

 
Routing and Data Collection Phase: 

Figure 2. shows an example for finding the route between the source cluster and the mobile sink based on 
three resource constraints namely energy, distance and signal strength. 

1. First assumption with regard to wireless sensor network is all nodes are static except four mobile sinks 
which are placed at the 4 corners of sensing field. 

2. At the beginning (at time ‘t0’) the mobile sinks have to broadcast a beacon consisting of its current 
location, speed and query about the event to the nodes under its surrounding area. 

3. Whenever an event occurs the sensor nodes in sleep mode of each cluster has to wake up and start 
collecting the information and sends to cluster head. 

4. The source cluster is a cluster where an event occurs has to collect the data must be routed to the 
mobile sink nearer to it. 

5. If the source cluster is one hop nearer toany of the 4 mobile sink, data could be routed directly to the 
mobile sink. If not, source cluster head has to find a path to any of the mobile sink nearer to it. 

 
Prediction of future location of Mobile Sink: 

In this proposed approach prediction of future location of mobile sink by a cluster head plays a vital role. 
Whenever the sink starts moving from its current position, it has to broadcast the beacon consisting of current 
location,time period for stay and speed at which it was going to move nearer to the cluster heads at its vicinity. 
Based upon the information (current position, speed and the time period of stay) which is provided by the 
mobile sink each cluster head calculates the next position of mobile sink[17] using the following kinematic 
equation (1). 
 
V f

2 = V i
2 + 2 * a *d           (1) 

Where, Vf �  final velocity 
 Vi �   initial velocity 
 a �   acceleration (speed in m/sec. and direction) 
 d �   distance 
By using the equation no. (1) distance (d) between the initial location and future location of mobile sink 

could be found. 
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Fig. 3: Finding a path between source cluster and mobile sink. 

 
Figure 3. shows how to find a path between source cluster and mobile sink1 when it moves from position 

‘A’ to ‘B’. For example assume that the event has occurred at the source cluster 10 and it was identified by its 
one hopclusters 5,6,9,11,12 &13.Now each cluster head under the surrounding area of mobile sink 10 starts 
finding the next location of mobile sink2 using equation (1) and at the same time multiple path from source 
cluster to mobile sink 1 is found as 10�5�3�MS1, 10�6�2�MS1, 10�9�7�1�MS1, 
10�9�7�6�2�MS1. The path between source cluster and mobile sink was found in such a way that, from 
source cluster10 one hop neighbors having more energy and signal strength (5,6,9) are selected as next 
forwarding node towards mobile sink 1 since mobile sink 1, 3 & 4 are far away from source cluster based on 
distance. From the next cluster 5, among the one hop neighboring cluster (4,3,6) 3 was selected as a next one 
hop neighboring cluster. Now the cluster 3 is one hop nearer to mobile sink 1. So the data is delivered to mobile 
sink 1 by following the path 10�5�3�MS1. Since the two parameters energy and signal strength are used to 
select the next forwarding cluster, having more energy and signal strength. So it is possible to select a path 
having minimum distance with less energy consumption. 

In this approach periodic broadcasting of sink’s new location throughout the network is not required. Only 
when the sink starts moving from one location to another location after collecting the data, mobile sink’s current 
location, speed and direction will be broadcasted to only the nodes in its surrounding area. Since the mobile sink 
has to move around the periphery of sensing field, communication range of mobile sink will be more when 
compared to the communication range of cluster head as well as wireless sensor nodes in a cluster.  Due to these 
reasons control overhead is less and energy consumption of individual node gets reduced thus increases lifetime 
of the wireless sensor network. The 3 parameters energy, signal strength and distance are used to find multiple 
paths from a source cluster. If any path break occurs, alternate path could be selected from the available paths to 
achieve reliable data transfer also. 
 
Results: 

In this section the performance of proposed protocol(MMEER) was compared with Predictive routing 
protocol (PR) and Elastic Routing protocol (ER) [15][17] which uses geographical information of the sink and 
sensor nodes.The communication range of sensor nodes and sink are 5m and 30m respectively. This protocol 
predicts the future location of a mobile sink based on the kinematics equation no. (1). For the performance 
comparison packet delivery ratio and energy consumptionof wireless sensor network under varying speed of 
mobile sink and scalability enhancement are applied. The data packet delivery ratio is defined as the ratio 
between number of delivered and number of packets generated by the source cluster. The energy consumption is 
defined as the total energy consumption for state transition (sleep to wake up), prediction of future location of 
the sink and routing the data packets.  
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Simulation Environments: 
The performance of protocols are compared with simulations implemented in network simulator NS2. The 

sensor network is considered as a square sensing field of size 600 X 600 m2 and the mobile sink follows 
controlled sink mobility pattern with the speed of 10m /sec. To measure the energy consumption in 
communication First Order Radio energy model[19] which uses 50 nJ/ bit for running the radio circuit 
consisting of transmitter and receiver, 100pJ/bit/m2 is used for transmit amplifier circuit as shown in Table 1. 
Simulations are conducted for 100 s with the varied sink speed starting from 10m to 25m/sec. and the number of 
sensor node varies from 500 to 1200. 
 
Table 1: Simulation parameters 

Network Size 600 X 600 m2 
Communication distance 25 m 
Velocity of mobile sink 10 m / sec. 
Number of sensor nodes 500 to 1200 
Energy Model First Order Radio 
Energy for running the radio circuit 50 nJ / bit 
Energy for transmit amplifier 100 pJ / bit / m2 
Simulation period 100 sec. 
Number of data packets 100 

 
Simulation results with varying sink speed: 

Figure 4. shows the energy consumption with Predictive (PR) and Elastic (ER) routing protocols is not 
affected by the varying sink speed since these two protocols do not periodically broadcast the sink’s location to 
the entire network. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: Energy consumption of sensor nodes with varying speed of mobile sink 

 
In the proposed protocol mobile sink broadcasts current location information, speed at which it was going 

to move and the direction to the nodes in its surrounding area only. The future location of mobile sink is 
calculated by each of the cluster head and finds multiple path from source cluster. Periodic updation of sink’s 
future location throughout the network is not at all required and the energy consumption of cluster head gets 
reduced when compared to predictive routing (PR) and elastic routing (ER) protocol.  

 

 
Fig. 5: Packet Delivery Ratio with varying speed of Mobile Sink 
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Figure 5. shows the packet delivery ratio of 3 different protocols namely, Predictive routing(PR), Elastic 
routing (ER) and new protocol (MMEER). Due to the increase in speed of mobile sink , Elastic routing shows 
great fall in data packet delivery ratio because data packets from multiple sources could not be routed to the sink 
efficiently with varying speed. In Predictive routing data packet delivery ratio is higher when compared to 
Elastic routing because it uses geographical information about the sensor nodes and mobile sink. Since the 
proposed routing protocol maintains multiple paths to mobile sink, packet delivery ratio is higher when 
compared to the other 2 routing protocols. 
 
Simulation results with scalability of sensor nodes: 

Figure 6. shows energy consumption of network while varying the number of sensor nodes in  three 
different routing protocols. Since the Elastic routing (ER) does not use flooding process through out the network 
for updating the sink’s new location, it shows best performance in energy consumption. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Energy Consumption of the network with increasing scalability 
 
At the same time energy consumption of Predictive routing (PR) protocol is slightly higher than Elastic 

routing, since the sink uses limited broadcasting of its new location to the 1 hop neighbors. When compared to 
the above 2 routing protocols, the proposed routing protocol consumes less energy because only cluster heads 
are involved in finding the sink’s new location, not the sensor nodes. 

Figure 7. shows packet delivery ratio of three different protocols with varying number of sensor nodes. The 
Elastic routing (ER) shows drastic fall in delivering the data packets, since it is designed for a communication 
model where a single source is responsible for sending the data packets to the sink continuously.The predictive 
routing (PR) protocol shows improved data packet delivery ratio when compared to Elastic routing. The 
proposed routing protocol (MMEER) shows higher packet delivery ratio when compared to other two routing 
protocol since the cluster heads are responsible for sending the data packet to the sink. Due to the increase in 
scalability of sensor nodes more number of clusters could be formed and multiple paths could also be available 
for sending the data to sink. Instead of sending the data through sensor nodes cluster head takes the 
responsibility of collecting, processing and sending the data to sink with fewer hops. 

 

 
 
Fig. 7: Packet  Delivery ratio with increasing scalability 
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Conclusion: 
Wireless sensor networks with mobile sink approach have been given more attention on the basis of their 

energy efficiency and capability of supporting various remote area applications using WSN. The proposed 
routing protocol (MMEER) with mobile sink reduces energy consumption based on the mathematical model and 
maintains higher data packet delivery ratio along with the mobility and signal strength constraints. The proposed 
routing protocol doesn’t use periodic broadcasting mechanism for updating the sink’s new location. This method 
makes the cluster heads to find the future location of sink based on the information (current location, speed and 
direction) provided by the sink to the cluster heads in its surrounding area using kinematic equations. Simulation 
results show that the proposed routing protocol provides improved performance compared to the already 
existing routing protocols namely, Elastic routing (ER) and Predictive routing (PR). In future the proposed 
routing protocol (MMEER) could be enhanced with cluster head mobility based upon the distance between the 
cluster head and sink to improve the energy efficiency in routing and lifetime of WSN. 
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